This paper is focusing on six votive stelae from Salakhana tomb in Asyut which preserved in Cairo Egyptian Museum. * These stelae are dedicated to Upwawet the jackal god of Asyut.The deity is usually seen upright on his standard with various adornments. The most common subject is a scene in which a worshipper stands in adoration of Upwawet.
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other figurines 4 . The votive stelae are covering the period from the New Kingdom to the 27 th Dynasty. The stelae that the subject of this paper , are previously unpublished.
The stelae are dedicated to Upwawet, wp-wAwt "opener of the ways" the patron deity of Asyut , in funerary texts Upwawet also opened the ways to lead the deceased through the netherworld and the king to ascension (PT.1009), the title could be interpreted as opening the way to the sungod on his journey in heaven (PT.455). He seems to have a significant role in protecting the king and is seen as the son of Osiris 5 .
Upwawet is usually shown as a jackal upright on decorated standard.On some stelae the standard of Upwawet is supported on a carrying-shrine refers to processions of the god image through Asyut streets which were probably commissioned by donors of the stelae 6 . for Egyptian hypostases of a god or goddess 10 .
-It is most unusual on the votive stelae for Upwawet to be represented on a short traditional divine standard rather than the elevated one which is often decorated with streamers. Bottom half of limestone stela , slightly weathered , carefully executed , measures 18 cm .height, 27cm. width and 4 cm. thickness .
According to the text , the god ptah is probably represented in the upper register 13 .
A shaven-headed man , Facing left , wearing a long kilt kneels with arms raised in adoration . In front of him an inscription of three vertical lines , behind him some individual signs in a vertical line . 14 iAw is determined with instead of (A19) . 15 The sign beside is certainly , it has been distorted by weathering , and the sign following ptH is uncertain . shaven became more frequent when performing religious ritual , so it is clearly that the donor of this stela is a priest .
-The stela include an initial phrase formula where r dit iAw n 19 (deity 1) that means praising or adoration 20 , it is 17 The doner's name is not clearly known and not attested in PN. 18 The traces of the last signs are mAa-xrw. 19 WbI,p. 28,2-3. 20 Brunner,E., "Gebet", LÄII,p. 452. followed by sn tA n (deity 2) .this formula involving Osiris and Upwawet , is first found on stela of the second Intermediate Period. 21 -the formula n kA n " for the spirit of " appeared rarely in old kingdom , is used from the 12 th Dynasty and all known 13 th text.The second and third lines which are behind the donor are too weathered to be legible 30 .
Inscription:
Wp-wAwt Smaw abA-tAwy 31
Upwawet of Upper Egypt, controller of the Two Lands.
Commentary:
-The choice of words and the spellings suggest that the stela can be dated to the Ramesside era.
-The name and epithets of the deity Upwawet who most frequently described as: wp-wAwt Smaw,abA-tAwy .
"Upwawet of upper Egypt, controller of the two lands", he is also referred to as lord of Asyut.
-The tree represented behind the god is quite possibly a It is probably significant that the Book of the Dead refers to offering being made in the presence of Upwawet pr-m-isr "who came forth from the tamarisk" 41 . JE99919,CM340,(Fig 6,Pl.5 
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Round-topped limestone stela, slightly weathered, rough workmanship, measures 29cm. height,21. 5 cm. width and 3.5 cm. thickness. Facing left, a man apparently with shaven head, wearing a long gown, stands with arms raised in adoration.
The jackal of Upwawet stands on an elevated standard with shedshed, uraeus and streamers. To right of the god, two vertical lines in very cursive glyphs.
Inscription (much damaged):
Wp-wAwt Smaw abA-tAwy Hm-nTr Wp-wAwt 42 BA (?) It seems probable that Djefaihapy III was regarded with great distinction, so his tomb provided a depository for votive offerings.
